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	Title of Poster: Predicting the fundamental climate niche of lodgepole pine using response and transfer functions
	Author Names: Yueru Zhao and Tongli Wang
	Abstract No more than 250 words Both the abstract and the poster will be published on the Forestry website: Species occurrence-based climate niche models have been widely used to predict realized climate niches and to facilitate assisted migration at the species level. A universal response function (URF) or universal transfer function (UTF) can potentially predict the fundamental niche to better serve assisted migration at both species and population levels. In this study, we comprehensively compared these two approaches based on one of the most comprehensive provenance data for lodgepole pine and predicted the fundamental niche of this species for western North America for the first time. We built linear and linear mixed-effect models for both approaches with the complete dataset and a series of subset samples. Our major findings include: 1) URFs and the UTFs had the same performance; however, URFs were more explicit in terms of both provenance and test site and more straightforward in finding optimal provenance for test sites; 2) linear mixed-effect models improved model accuracies, but not for model predictions of new locations where only fixed effects can be used; 3) multivariate models were superior to single variable models, suggesting a higher priority to include more predictors (fixed terms) over including random effects; 4) predicted the fundamental niche of lodgepole pine for the current and future climate in western North America using local and optimal provenances. Our findings provide insight for model development in forest genecology and provided a basis for assisted migration at the species level and assisted gene flow at the population level to optimize adaptation and productivity under a changing climate.


